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We interact with a lot of objects on a daily basis, each having a response of its
own. After some time the interactions become muscle memory and often go
unappreciated. “The Blind Screen” is an attempt to twist the modalities of
window blinds to make a mesmerizing experience for the user. Through this
pictorial, we are giving new meaning to what window blinds do- transforming
its affordance of blocking the outside world into an enthralling interactive
display.
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Introduction

The aim of this project is to transform everyday objects to have an unexpected
experience. Redefining the responses of everyday objects pushes us to expand our
imagination. As designers we believe there is more to everything than meets the
eye. Exploring this line of thought we have attempted at re-imagining “window
blinds”. 

Window blinds perform two main functions, controlling how much we can see, and
be seen by the outside world. The main modes of communication with the
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window blinds are the thread to pull the blinds and the rod to rotate the
blinds. The thread and the rod intuitively have the affordances of “pulling”
and “rotating”. 


The user intrinsically knows that “pulling” the thread would mean that the
blinds will “move up”. When the user interacts with the rod for the first
time, it is either pulled down, rotated or pulled to the sides. When the rod
is rotated the user immediately realizes that the blinds rotate
correspondingly. These responses from the window blinds create a
dialogue between the user and the need to watch the outside world.


Looking at the affordances of the blinds, we take a swing at twisting it, by
changing the response of the blinds. We are transforming the blinds into
an interactive view of the outside world. Whether we see or don't see the
outside world depends on the inputs given by the user to the thread and
the rod. All this works using projection onto the blinds surface. 


The projection feed is based on a camera placed outside the window. This
technique is inspired from the sci-fi technique of active camouflaging.
There are changes in the projection once the user interacts with the thread
and the rod. Based on the movements in the scenery outside, the blinds
have many different movement effects which draw the attention of the
user to them. 
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Related Work 


Imaging


Our project takes in a live-input and then
projects it onto the closed blinds. The
projection can then be manipulated using
interactions with the rod and strings. We
looked into other sources that also take an
input from a camera and recreate the
output. The image above shows the
“Wooden Mirror”, a device that takes in the
viewer and creates a reflection-like image
using wooden components [1].
Similarly, “Physical Telepresence” by MIT
Tangible Media Lab takes an input in and
recreates the input using an array of linear
actuators. Seen in the center-right image,

this project does not just create a reflection
or image of the input, but physically
recreates it, allowing users to interact with
physical objects in the output [2]. 

Similar to our project, we found that
“MirrorFugue” uses imaging to enhance an
experience. Shown at the top-right,
“MirrorFugue” projects a pianist’s upper
body onto the music stand and their hands
onto the keys, while the keys are being
replayed from a recording [3]. 

In “Displacements”, the creator filmed a
scene with a human interacting with
objects in a room, then the objects and
entirety of the room were painted white to
act as a canvas [9]. The scene was then
projected onto the white painted
background. This project is shown in the
bottom-right image. In a study found on
social immersive media, users’ bodies were
used to control interactive projections [10].
Our project only projects a live scene onto
the blinds, but future work could be done
so that the user of our project could
interact with the projections using their
body, instead of just using the rod and
strings of the blinds.
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Related Work 


Virtual Environments


Our project creates a virtual environment of
the outdoors for the user inside their home.
In searching more on virtual environments,
we found Royal Caribbean’s virtual
balconies inside cruise ship interior cabins to
be most similar to our project. Seen in the
image below, these virtual balconies are
floor-to-ceiling HD screens that give the
user live views and sounds from outside the
ship [6]. The virtual balcony differs from our
project in that the virtual balcony does not
allow the user to interact with the display,
other than being able to cover the screen
with the surrounding curtains.

Another study created virtual environments
by projecting an image on a wall, while also
using a handheld screen to show the
environment below, as seen in the image to
the right. This created a more engaging
experience for the user, and testing
participants rated this environment as more
interesting, fun, and easier to use than
conventional PC based interactions [4].
However, when looking into virtual
environments that allow for user interaction,
we found a study that looks at transforming
a physical desktop space to be easier to
document search, similar to that of a
computer desktop. Physical desktop spaces
are cluttered and documents on top obscure
those below. Seen in the image above, this
study aims at creating projections on the
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physical desktop space so that the top
documents become transparent when the
user is searching for documents below,
replacing the need of having to physically
pick up and move documents [5]. Two other
interesting interactive virtual environments
found are CityScope Volpe, a data-driven
interactive simulation tool for urban design
[7], and SideBySide, where two separate
projectors are used to interact with each
other on the same surface [8].
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Understanding
Controlling the
Window Blinds 

Based on our observation and
experimenting with the blinds in
our homes, we categorized users’
interaction with window blinds
into three dynamic stimuli and
one static stimulus. 
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Pulling the Thread

- When the user pulls the thread straight down, the effective size of the blinds
decrease, the blinds move up, and the thread length increases



Pulling the Thread at a Certain Angle 

- When the user pulls the thread down at an
angle, the blinds lock at specific location

Rotating the Rod

- Users can rotate the rod clockwise or counterclockwise to change the angle
of the window slats to close or open them.  




Movement Outside the Window 

- The user is curious about what is
happening outside  
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Product Concept 

Our new smart blinds, entitled “the Blind Screen”
attempts to twist the modalities of window blinds.
The final product is based on the concept of
unexpected experiences with everyday objects. By
altering the responses of blinds interactions, users can
see the outside world without needing to open the
blinds. Current stimuli of the blinds remain the same.
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Pulling the Thread

— Pulling the thread straight down turns on the projector to project the outside
world onto the interior surface of the blinds.



Rotating the Rod

— Rotating the rod clockwise or counterclockwise zooms in or out on the
projection of the outside world.
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Pulling the Thread at a Certain Angle

— Pulling the thread at a certain angle takes a 

screenshot of the outside world. 




Movement Outside the Window

— The blinds start to flutter when there is
movement outside the window.
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Link to the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMdfJrbgzZ0
&feature=youtu.be
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Technology Aspects




What happens & — How it happens


The projection starts or stops

— Flex sensor attached to the thread gives
the signal for the projection to start or stop


Take a picture?

— A bump switch at the end of the thread
gives a signal to take a picture


Zoom in

— Potentiometer attached to the top of the
rod gives the signal to zoom in/out


Blind movements

Servo motor attached to the thread
linkages of blinds controls these
movements


Imaging

Project the video feed from the camera
using a projector. The video feed will be
altered based on the interaction inputs
given by the user.
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The system works based on inputs from the sensors and a live camera feed. The sensors are agitated by the user when they try to use the
window blinds how they would normally do so The output of these sensors is sent to a microcontroller that interprets this data and triggers the
necessary changes in the live feed of the camera. There are four main changes that occur to the blinds based on a user or based on the changes
occurring in the outside world.




User pulling the thread to open

User pulling the thread to lock

User turning the rod to turn the

Blind Movements


the blinds


the threads in place


blinds


The blinds move in a certain

As soon as the user tries to pull

The blinds can be locked into

The rod of the blinds has a

pattern based on the

the thread to open or close the

place by pulling the thread at an

potentiometer attached to the

movement that happens in the

blinds, the flex sensor attached

angle to the right of the user.

top. When the user rotates the

scenery outside. A PIR motion

on the threads experiences a

The top of the thread is

rod in either direction the

sensor tracks any movement

change in its resistance and

attached with a bump switch

potentiometer rotates and

that happens outside. When a

sends a signal to the

which gets pressed when the

changes the voltage of the

person walks by in the road

microcontroller. The

user tries to lock the blinds in

output which can be read by the

outside your window the PIR

microcontroller triggers the

place. When the bump switch is

microcontroller. The

sensor sends a signal to the

projector to start projecting the

pressed, it sends a signal to the

potentiometer output values are

microcontroller which then

live camera feed. 




microcontroller which then asks

encoded to determine if the

controls the servo motors.

the computer to take a snapshot

user wants to open or close the

These servo motors then move

of the scene that is currently

blinds. When the

the blinds. The frequency with

there on the blinds.




microcontroller sends the signal

which the motors move the

to the computer the camera

blinds depends on the amount

feed is zoomed in or zoomed

of time there is movement

out respectively.

outside. 
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Future Scope

Transforming interactions with everyday
objects to create an unexpected experience
is the center of our design. Our next step is
to conduct more research into the types of
window blinds available in people’s
surroundings to verify the compatibility of
our prototype. Understanding the fine
details such as the typical height and width
of window blinds in an average house will
allow us to create a prototype more
appropriate for the setting. We also want to
examine how our users react to our
unexpected interactions. Our research
shows that pulling the thread and rotating
the rod are the main interactions users have
with window blinds. Perhaps, there could be
other types of interaction available. As for
physical and technical considerations, we
would also like to build our prototype and
test out the sensors in a real world setting
and program relevant code into our project. 



Conclusion

Our project casts the outside world onto the user’s interior blinds. This allows the user
to take in the scenery while retaining their privacy and keeping the blinds closed. By
using intuitive interactions of the blinds, the user can change the projection to their
liking in different ways. 

This project was developed to redefine an everyday object that is typically overlooked.
Blinds are in almost every home and building we enter, but we barely notice them.
Through this project, we hope to elicit interest and enhance what was once considered
a dull experience.
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